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Editorial Notes
The response of composers to my request for originals has provided us with
an excellent Kaleidoscopic selection for this issue. Please keep them coming in
so that we can continue in the same style. A11 types of problem will be welcome.
Readers'attention is specially drawn to the article by T.H.Willcocks on the
back cover in which he gives solutions to a task that was originally proposed nearly
fifty vears ago, and had come to be thought impossible - the complete 64-square
tour by Grasshopper, using Kniqht as hurdle. A splendid achievement.
Apologies once again for the annually late appearance of the Summer and
Autumn issues. The Winter issue will be another Specialr devoted to Leapers.
The Spring 1986 issue, No 25, will begin the LOth year of publication of
Chessics. The main feature will be all sorts of Hoppers, including re-settings of
some oltfre Moose problems that launched the first issue in 1976. Compositions
on the theme of 10 would not be inappropriate.
Caissars Kaleidoscope

I'{e begin with three Grasshopper two-movers. In all three compositions
the Gra,sshoppers tend to look on from the sidelines while the Queens, white
and black, throw their weight about, accomplishing tasks of various kinds.
TzL. M.CRUMLISH
T2O.

R.BRAIN

& G.P.JELLISS
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The Grasshoppers a1,d1,h6 in 121 guard the BK flight squares d4,d6rf4, acting
over the hurdles on c3,d5,g5 respectively. The Ga6 can capture the Sc6 over Qb6.
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Caissa's Kaleidoscope

Next we have three series-movers. In the series-helpmate and the serieshelpstalemate the series is played by the black forces, white only making the
final move. In the series-selfmate White plays the 13 moves leaving Black with
but one reply. The series-mover may not check until his final move.

I23. C.McGUIGAN

L24. A.GEORGE

L25. J.B.TOMSON
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Now to some helpmates, one with Grasshoppers. In a H* the players move
alternately, as in the game, but assist each other in reaching a checkmate. The
number in the stipulation indicates the number of pairs of moves. Thus in a H*+t
there are 9 moves, 5 bv White, 4 by Black. nset play'? in a H*2 indicates (usuallv)
that the same position also solves as a H*1*. Tne Black King is customarily the
one to be checkmated, but '?Duplex" indieates that there is also a solution with
the White King as victim instead.
126. N{. McDOWELL

127. Torsten LINSS
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Now to some more r?miserett play. In 129 Black is restricted to making his
longest possible moves, and the lone WK has to Eet himself checked. In 130 the
piece on c3 can move and capture as Queen or Knight. Problem 131 is under
Madrasi rules, in which mutually guarding like pieces of opposite colour (such
as the pairs on aial, bBdB, g2h3) paralyse each other. In self mates White has the
the first move and contrives to force Black to checkmate the WK.
These are followed by a direct-mate Madras problem, 132, and two Castler
helpmates. A Castter (Chesslcs 11, p57) is a King that can move two squares towards any of his men, laterally.or diaqonally, inducing it to occupy the square over
which the K has passed. The K may not castle through check.
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Caissa's Kaleidoscope
T29. T.STEUDEL

1-30. A.GEORGE

1-31. R.BRAIN
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The Kaleidoscope concludes with three circe problems.
In circe chess captured men reappear on their home squares, if vacant.
is
ano ss return to the square
of the same colour, and ps to the rquur" in the same file,
as the capture square.
Neutrals may be considered white or Black at-ftre
choice
of the player whose
turn it is to move. when captured in circe, Neutrals
r"lu.n
to
the
White or Black
home squares depending oniheir supposed colour
at the i;;i;;i;; ;;'o1j,;.
135. E.W.BEAL

136. R.E.RICE
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T37. R.E.RICE

Circe. H+3 duplex. Neutrals.

ru"*' D':

Ciree. H+3. F* eutrals.

Some more problems for solving appear on pages 76, 77 and Tg. Solutions
should reach me bv mid-January 1g86.
CHESSAYS - The next in the seri€sr No 3, will be The power oJ the piec€$r
'
by John Ling, containing 20 pages and 2 0 0 proble
new edition of the survev of basic two-move task problems published in Lg16.
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Symbolic Chess
By F.H.von MEYENFELDT
In the varieties of Symbolic Chess illustrated by the following problems
the King-symbols merely represent a fairy unit that happens to move like a
King. It is not royal, can freely be captured, cannot castle, and can appear by
Pawn promotion. [Editor's suggestion is that such a piece be called a Regent.J
How then is checkmate possible? My answer is that any piece on the
board may be regarded as symbolising a King when a normal King of the same
colour and on the same square would be in checkmate.
An obvious consequence of this rule is that checking without mating
simply does not occur, and so illegal self-check cannot be committed during
the play. Thus mate positions can be reached that are not possible normally.
In theory it would be possible to force more than one unit to symbolise
a mated King at the same time, but I do not want to burden solvers with a
kind of Rex Multiplex, so I have to make one more stipulation: in any final
position only one unit can symbolise a normal King.

A.
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l-- "Free" type -l
'rAuto' type -i-vmbolic Chess
--l
The only way to find out if a unit has to symbolise
a mated King is to
replace it in mind by a real King. If it can be proved that this King would not
be checkmated the unit just remains itself and one has to look for a different
line of play. For example, in A, after 1.8h8 Rh6 2.SgZ Phb it deceptively
Iooks as if Bh8 has to become the Symbolic King, but with a normal King on
h8 Black could still defend with 3.Sf5! because now a normal White King on
h6 would be mated, so that in aceordance with the definition Rh6 has to

l----

symbolise a WK and as such can no longer capture on h8. But if a normal K
on h8 would not be mated, then Bh8 does not become a Symbolic King. The
correct solution is: 1.8h8 Rh? 2.Sg7 Rh6.
The move 3.sf5! in the try is a legitimate defence, but there it should
stop. If in this situation White also had a third move, forcing Sf5 to become
a Symbolic King, because a normal King on f5 would be mated, this move
would not be allowed, as we should then have two Black Symbolic Kings on
the board (or in the imaginary play) and, as said before, I want to avoid a
plurality of Kings.
The other three problems are for readers to solve. In the last one a
different rule is observed: A piece may symbolise a King of either colour.
To be explicit: Any unit symbolises (1) a normal King of the same colour if,
after a move of the other side, it is on a square where this King would be in
mate, and (2) a normal enemy King if, after a move of its own side, it is on
a square where this King would be in mate.
naqe
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Forbidden Fruit!
By L.N.BORODATOV

Nine original checkmate mechanisms with elements of retroanalysis
are
offered for consideration. The fascinating theme to be seen in all
the problems
is change of mates upon change of turn to move as a result
of twinninf.
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As a valedictory to his letter the author quotes Shakespeare:
"Lovets fire heats water,
water cools not love.r? (From the Sonnets cliv). I'm not sure what
the signifieanee of
this- is in English - so I hesitate to think what the Russian translator has made
of it.
Perhaps readers can provide a suitable quote in reply.
page
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Grid Disseetions
By T.IV.MARLOW
Grid dissections, i.e. dissections of square-lattice boards by cuts along the
edges of the squares, were touched upon in chessics B, p3, and chessics ?, pg.
are two dissection itemF[Eat T rrave recenttflroilceb, one
. - Th" afollowing
involving
hexomino and the other a heptomino.
Dissection A shows a 23 x 24 board tiled with the hexomino
According to Martin Gardner f .nnatnematic* nnag
, 1977, plgB) this is the

on1yhexominoforwhichitisffintile.anyrectang1e.I

produced this result with a computer program and its irregularityihows tne Oifficulty of finding a solution by hand. The program has so fa"r deali with all rectangles that have areas that are multiples of six up to 2J x2g, and a few larger,
and found no other solutions. The problem in looking further is the computer time
required. For example, I aborted 24 x 24 af.ter about 38 hours and am looking for
ways to speed the program.

A. 23x24 board
tiled by the
hexornino

Dissection B deals with the same problem for the h.eptomino
which, according to Gardner, is the only unresolved heptomino case. The Journal
of Recreational Mathematics, in vol 14, No 1, published late in 1g81, gav6Tfrf-

iththisshape,witr,tnestatementthatasoIution

had been found. However, this has not emerged in the solutions in subsequent
issues. My diagram covers the 19 x 28 board, and the strip C can be inserte{,
where arrowed, to give a 26 x 28 or, by several insertions, (19 + 7a) x 28 board.
F'urther, to the 26 x 28 can be added the strip D to generate 26 x 3b. It appears
that such a strip ean be added parallel to any even length side, though I do not
have a proof. Consequentty it is possible to tile all rectangles of the form
(26 +L4a + ?c)x (28 + 14b + ?d) where c ord orboth areiero. (Idonot see a
simpler way of stating this.) For this shape the program is up to 28 x 2g (though
27 x 28 was too time-consuming) and has found onty ttre two solutions.
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B. 19x28 board tiled by the heptomino
with inserts C and D to extend it to 26xZB, 26x35, and larger.
Comie Cuts
By G.P.JELLISS
As a footnote to Tom Marlow's difficult dissections the Editor offers the
following easier puzzles for solution. The last two are not to be taken too literally!
150., Dissect a chessboard (8x8) into dominoes (2-square pieces) so that the number
of 2x2s (dominoes with long sides matching) is minimised
151. With 144 matches one ean delineate a chessboard (each match lying along a
side of a square). Remove as few matches as possible to leave a pattern in
which there are (a) No squares (b) No squares or rectangles.
lSZ. Dissect a chessboard into the maximum number of pieces, all different in
size, shape or colouring, given that the board is marked with squares on both
sides and is (a) Unchequered on both sides (b) Chequered on one side
(c) Chequered on both sides, the reverse of a black square being black
(d) Chequered on both sides, the reverse of a black square being white.
153. How many cuts are needed to convert a2x4 rectangle into a 3x3 square?
15.*. Dissect a Torus into a Greek Cross in the fewest pieces!
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Hexagonal Solitaire
By T.H.WILLCOCKS
The diagrams show a 33-cell board of hexagons - the same number of cells
as the normal board so that lengths of games can be compared. Much of the theory of the normal game can be modified to apply to this hexagonal game. The
cells can be put into three groups, indicated by the shading in diagram A. Starting from a fuIl board, if we remove a man from a grey cell we cannot reduce to
less than two men, which must be from the same group. If we remove a man from
a white or black cell we can reduce to a single man on a black or white hexagon

respectively.
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Opening: 12 3 4 5
Moves: L3 14 15 15 14
Opening: ,5 7 I 910
Moves: L4 L4 L4 LS L4
Opening:

Moves:
B. The 13 openings.

A. The three groups.

11 12 13
L4 L5 15

C. Table of shortest games.

In considering the different games which mav be played, leading to one man,
is evident from considerations of symmetry that we need consider only those
games which start with a vacant white cell in the left half or in the central column
of the board (i.e. a2,b1,b4,c3,c6,d2,d5 - the dotted cells in diagram B) - Z eases.
After the first move two cells are vacant. These cells can occur in 13 essentially
different positions, as shown by the heavy lines in diagram B. If we start a game,
for example, with b1 vacant and play b3-b1 we find we are now in the samJposition as if we had started with b4 vacant and ptayed b2-b4. Thus although there are
21 geometrically different opening moves, they lead to only 13 essentially different
positions (numbered 1 to 13 as in diagram B).
An obvious task problem is to show that complete games are possible from
each of these 13 openings and to find in each case the minimum number of moves
(consecutive hops by the same man constituting a single move). Table C is a summary of the best results found so far. I will not at this stage give my solutions since
I should be very interested to hear of improvements. The figures are given as targets to be beaten!
A Note on Solitaire
By G.P.JELLISS

it

The following diagrams show all possible solitaire boards of 3,4,5 or 6 cells
which can be reduced to one man, starting from a position with one space. We can
go from black cell clear, to circled cell occupied, or vice versa.
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Review
The Ins & Outs of PeS Solitaire, by John Beasley (Oxford University Press,

1985)Iyproducedbooi<,oneofaseriesp1Lnnedon
rrRecreations

in Mathematics?'edited by David Singmaster, is the definitive work
on Solitaire, from all points of view - history, mathematical theory, problems or
variant games. The game was shown in an engraving by Berey dated 169? (It is a
pity this could not have been reproduced in the book). Leibniz in 1?10 proposed
the method of analysing the game by playing it in reverse. The very elegant mathematical theory of the game was founded by Antoine Suremain de Missery, whose
work was reported by J-N.Vallot in L842. An interesting modern development is to
allow both additive and subtractive moves, and to allow more than one man to a
cell - or even negative or fractional men! Hexagonal boards are briefly mentioned.
A solution to the basic problem (vacating the centre
to leave a man in the centre) is shown very neatly by the
diagram. The blocks of men are cleared in order, 1 to 7,
by making use of one or two occupied cells outside the

'H:

block area as ?rcatalystsr', which may be vacated during
the Drocess but are re-occupied at the end.

I hope to include more on Solitaire in Chessics

5

2

4

soon.

3

Multiple Unguard Arrangements
To arrange A pieces of type A, B pieces of type B, ... so that none guards any
any other and the product AxB ... is maximised. (e.$. 3Q + 11S scores 3x11 = 33).
33

QS

Here are five further
improvements on the
l4UA tasks that appear
in Chessics 16. These
were sent by Simo
Ylikariula on 7 /T /t584.
I was holding them for
use in a supplement to
Vol L, but this idea has
now been shelved.
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Artwork kindly supplied by the composer, S.yLIKARJULA.
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Solvers
There were not so man:/ problems for solving in Chessics 2t but the ideas
were clifficult. There was a dead heat: both R.Brain and G.lVhitehead scored 26.
The total seores for issues 1Z onwards no\,v stand as follows:
R.Brain 1??, D.Nixon 168, G.Whitehead 166, J.Murkin 1b4,
J.Junnor 88, M.McDowell 49, J.B.Tomson 41.
There were no problems for solving in issue 22. Solutions to this issue, 23, should
reach me by mid-January 1986. The numbered problems are for solving.
Solutions to Chessics 21
96. BARTEL & BARTEL. 1.d2-b4 (pendulum) 1...b2-b3 2.b4-d3 b3-a3 3.d3-c5+
a3-a2 4.d4-c3 a2-aL 5.c5-a4 al-a2/bL 6.e3-b4/d2 aLlbL-aL ?.a4-c3* 1...b2-b1
2.b4-d3 b1-a1 3.d4-c3 a7-a2 4.d3-c5 a2-al 5.c5-a4 aI-aL/bl c3-b4/d2 a2/blaI 7.a4-e3f The set plays reflect these variations in the a1-h8 diagonal.
97. BARTEL & BARTnl. (a) L.Seb (symmetric position) 1...b2-b4 2.d4-c6 b4-b6l
b2 3.Sc4f L...b2-d2 2.d4-f3 d2-b2/f2 3.Sd3+ (U) te same but 3.Sf ?/Sf3= in
one variation and 3.Sc6/Sg6= in the other variation.
98. BARTEL & BARTEL. (a) L.d2-e4 d1-b2 2.Se5 b?-dl/a4 3.Sc4=. (b) 1.f4-d5
d1-b2 2.Se5 b2-d7/a4 3.Sd3=.
99. BARTEL & BARTEL. (a) 1.Sb5 d4-d5/e4 2.Sd3= (b) 1.Sc2 d4-c4/d3 2.Se4=.
Further twinning is possible , vizz (e) a3-cL (d) f 6-b6 (e) c1-g5 (f) b6-b2
(g) gs-ez (h) b2-f2, but the play remains basically the same.
100. BARTEL & BARTEL. 1.d2-c3+ a1-b3 (a7-c2? 2.e3-cI/c5=) 2.c3-b4 b3-a1
3.e3-c1 a1-b3/c2 4.ct-b2/b4-c3=. Set play: 1...a1-c2 (a1-b3? 2.d2-c3=)
2.e 3-c5 c?-al 3.c 5-a3 al-b3 / c2 4.d2-c3 / a3-l>2=
101. 1.Kc3.7...Ka2 2.b7-a4 Ka3 3.a4-dg* t...Nat. 2"Kh3 Kbl 3.b7-b4+
102. BARTEL & BARTEL. 1.c2-a5 g4-g3 2.a5-d3 e2-e3 3.d3-g1 g3-S2* Set play:
1...e2-e3 2.c2-eb e3-e4+ 3.eb-g2 g4-g3t
103. BARTEL & GRUBER. 1.X95 Kd1 2.Kb2 Kd2 3.Kb3 Ke3 4.Kc4 Kf4 5.Xf7 Kf5
6.Kd5 Kf4 ?.Xd6 Kg3 S.Ke4 Kf2 9.Xf5 Ke1 10.Ke3 Kf1 11.Kf3 Ke7/Kgt
Lz.Xg{/Xe3=. Length record with this (rather orthodox!) material, say tne
authors: the only 12 moves (computer tested).
Destructive Retraction Chess protilems by p.II.JOHNSON.
104- 1.(ret)Rg8xse8 sf?f
10?.1.(ret)srrz"xefe egz* 110. 1.(ret)se8:Kf6 Bc?*'
105. 1.(ret)eatxwec3 exs?* 108. 1.(ret)Ra8*wgb8 B*h2+ 111. 1.pd3:Rc2 Rc1=
106. 1.(ret)Qa2xRh2 Bg2* 109. 1.(ret)Rf8*Sf6 Kf?+ 112. 1.(ret)eht:pfg KE2=
113. 1.(ret)RU+:Xa+ Se+{ cook in 108 by 1.(ret) Bc4ld3xt{o/Ra2 6/R*h2 tR.B.j
114. MIHALEK. 1.Kh2lPh2 Sa3(Se3?) 2.Kg2 Kg4 3.Kh1 Kh3 4.Bg1 KfSlSeg*
Cooks: 1.Kh3lPh2 Kg6 2.Kg2 Ke4lsfb 3.Kh1 Kf3 4.891 Se3* tc.w.l and
1.Ph6+ Kf5 2.ph5 Se3 3.Kh3lphz Sf1 4.8h4 Kf3lsf4+ IR.B.I
115. HOLLADAY. 1.Pf6 SbO 2.Kb2 Kg4 3.Ka1 Kf3 4.Kc3lpOZ t<eZ 5.pb1=S Kd1
6.Kb2 Sa4+ ?.Ka1 KbBlScz+ Excetlent tc.W.l
116- MIHALEK. 1.Rd5 Bxd5+ 2.Kb8 (Ka??) KaZ S.Kat Kc4lBb3 4.Kablpa6 Kcb=
Cooks: 1.Refg5 Bd6/e7/f8 2.Kat Ka2 3.KaSlpaO Ncaleb3 4.Rcb+ Kxeb=[G.!?.]
117. HOLLADAY. 1.Ph3 Ka3 2.Kb1 Kb3 3.Ph2 Kd3lOc3 4.Ph1=O Ke3 5.Kd1lOcl
Kf2= and 1.Kc1 Kb3 2.Ph3 Kc3 3.Ph2 Ke3lOd3 4.Ph1=o Kf3 5.Ke1lOOt xgz=.
118. MTHALEK. 1.Qc8 thr.2.Kd4+ . 1...Rdl 2.Kc6lQcS*. 1...Bxb2 Z.rKe2lnOg*.
1...Pxbl=s 2.Ke4lPd4* . r...pxu1=Q 2.Pf5+. (Kc6lqcs* is also a threat).
119. HOLLADAY. 1.Kf5ler+ XrA 2.Kg4 Kf6lpf? 3.Kh5 pf8=R 4.Kh6 Rh8+
The castler woulrl seem to have quite a potential! (R.B.)
pa.qe
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Exact Echoes Tourney Award
Over 60 entries were received, they appeared in issues L7 - 2L of Chessics.
Rather too many of these showed just th! single (O,t) step translation ecno, or
pendulum-style reflection; and other, more extravagant, transformations that I
had hoped for were not achieved. The variety of types of stipulation makes any
direct comparisons difficult, so the award is bound to be coloured by the judgers
personal preferences. The award is as follows (iudged by the editor, G.P.Jelliss):
1st Prize: 16 Nl.Hanazawa. Hf4 with set play, using Grasshoppers, showing
(t,Z)
a
translation echo. Chosen for its classical perfection and difficulty.
2nd Prizez 10. E.Hotladay & E.Atbert. Hf 3 quintuplet, showing a full range
of translatory, rotatory and reflective echoes from simple material and twinning.
3rd Prize: 30-33. A.Kalotay. H+5 family of ten settings, all with the same
forces, showing simple echoes but with cumulative effect and elear logic.
Hon. Mentions: 75. E.Holladay, 61. O.Faria. 28. M.McDowell.
Commended: 4, 9, l1., 1.4r 78, 82,lO3.
Due to lack of space I am unable to diagram these problems again.
Cooks, Comments & Corrections
Chessics 11. 405. Move BPhT to 97. [R.W.Smook].
Chessics 14. The W.A.Shinkman position (i) is from Detroit Free Press, 1883.
T$r-nafhwarzkopf locatecl it in Dawson's Ultimate Themes, problems 149 and
f SSel. 53?(c) is also solved by SSQRBBRK, QRBBRKSS' RBBRQSSK' BBRQSSKR'
RQSSKRBB, all rotations of the same basic order lfound by B.S.l 538: The eorrect
solutions of this problem, provided by Bernd Schwarzkopf, are: (a) RBSSBQRK or
BSSBQRKR, leaving one square unguarded on ranks 2 to 4. (b) QBRRBSSK' leavinq
16 squares unguarded on ranks 2 to 8. The solutions given in Chessics 15 in fact
solve the slightlv different problem that arises if tne word "GGirtuJs o-mitted
from the stipulation. Bernd also provides an extension: 538(c) SBQRBKSR or
RSBQRBKS, showing only four squares guarded on ranks 2 to 5. 539 (c) An alternative solution, by P.H.Johnson, is KBRNQRNB. 540. Both Bernd Schwarzkopf
and Clive Grirnstone made detailed analyses of this problem and came up with
exactly the same solution that I found, which seems to be the only answer. Bernd
also extended the problem to smaller boards: 540(b) 7x7 board: Sa7,Ba6,Ba5,Sa4'
Rb3,Qc1,Rf2rKg,4.10 squares unguarded. S40(c) 6x6 board: Sa6,Ba3,Ka1,Rb5,Qc2'
Rd4,Be6,Sf6. 4 iquares unguarded. One of six positions. The others are: (2) Ba3-e1
(3)Be6-f3 (4) both of these (S) Xag in (3), (0) NaS in (a). [These results were sent
by B.S. on 27 /4/19331. 54f . Alternative solutions by P.H.Johnson are' in Forsyth
notation: (a)QR3,RRSz,K4,153,84. (b) QRBS,SR2,K3,B3. (c) QRB,BSR,lSK.Also
to 543 (b): BQKBSRS'5R1.
Chessics 1 5. 60?. Cook by 1.Pel=Q 2.Qxf2 3.Qxg3 4.Qf3 5.P91=B 6.8h2 7-9.Pg1=B'
and move 6 could be delayed [found by J.B.Tomson]. 610. Remove Bg8' add BPd?.
Chessics

17

.

L2. The authors correct bv moving the entire position two files right.

Chessics 18.45. The author moves BQ to c3 and WQ to f8. 26. Author moves BK-d4.
Chessics 19. ?0. This was published previously in Shahmat, April 1984.
page
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Grasshopper-overKnight Tours
By T.H.WILLCOCKS
As far as I know, the idea of a Grasshopper Tour, using a Knight as the
movable hurdle, was first proposed by S.H.HaIl in Fairy Chess.Review, February

1938(problem310?),andhegaveatourcovering@rsolver

managed more than 58 squares, and that was T.R.Dawson!) see diagram c.
I have examined this problem on many occasions sinee and my best results
to date are: (a) Two open tours covering G4 squares (diagrams A and B), (b) Two
cyclic tours of 62 squares (e.g. 2 ... 63 in diagram B:), (c) A pair of cyclic tours
of 32 squares each, which together cover the board (diagram D).
I must explain my use of the term "cyclic'r in this connection. An open
goes
tour
from 1 to n, but one cannot then get from n to 1 in one pair of Knight
and Grasshopper moves. A closed tour goes from 1 to n, and one can then get
from n to 1, but not then from 1 to 2. A cyclic tour goes from 1 to n and then
may be repeated.
The challenging problem remaining is whether a closed or cyclic tour of
64 squares is possible. I have no reason to think either is impossible beyond my
inability to find one, and I have made many attempts. Can you do better?
The method I have used in all my constructions is to find (empirically)
tours of 16 squares (cyclic if possible) and then combine them, first into two
tours of 32 squares and then into a single tour. For example, in D the squares
1 to 16 form a cyclic tour and it will be seen that it is constructed so that for
any square the three squares symmetrical to it with respect to (a) the horizontal
mid-line (b) the vertical mid-line and (c) the centre point are unoccupied. The
squares 17 to 32 form a tour which is the reflection of the first in the centre.
These two tours may be combined to form a single (cyclic) tour, 1 to 32. This
can now be reflected in the horizontal, or vertical, mid-line to give the pair of
32-move cyclic tours covering the whole board, as mentioned above. We can join
these two tours in several ways to form a single open tour, A is one example. I
have failed to find a way of uniting the tours to form a closed or cyclic tour.

A. T.H.WILLCOCKS
L7 54 13 63 L4 62
4457 09 t9 36 58
Lz@16 b3 04 33
51 22 43 40 23 26
18 55 10 07 56 59
45 31 49 20 37 32
11 24 42 52 03 25
50 21 46 30 47 29

05 34

0827
1b 61
39 02
06 35
48 28
4L 60

C. S.H.HALL
4-square
open G/S
6

tour. By
joining two
2-square
cyclic tours
(see D).
3

38(0

FCR L938
61-square
open G/S

tour.

rr

D. T.H.I,VILLCOCKS

B. T.H.WILLCOCKS
L4 45 10 54 11 53 02 57
35 48 06 16 59 49 05 24
oe 55 L3 4+@so L2 52
42 19 34 63 20 23 62 3L
15 46 07 04 47 50 03 58
36 28 40 L7 60 29 39 25
08 2L 33 43 32 zz@st
4L 18 37 27 38 26 61 30

-- 50 17 55 2A 49 16
02 26 45 60 25 37 4459
51 14 54 31 48 15 30 23
09 42 19 57 43 58 18 36
5227 46 13 282r@rz
03 41 07 32 24 38 06 35
53 10 47
2f..22
08 33 04 40 05 34Qr3e
56

6 4-square
open G/S
tour. And
6 2-square
cyclic G/S

tour (2...6

3

-- 22 -- 23 -- 74 -L7 04
18 28
21 -- 25 -- 13 -- 24 -31
3203 11
1527-- L9L6
08 29 09 05
20 01
12 A2
30 07 06 10

26

).
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Cyc1ic
3 2-square
G/S tour

with 180o
rotary
symmetry.

